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Good Morning Chairman DiGirolamo, Chairman Cruz and Members of the Human Service Committee; 

My Name is Sheila Stasko and I am the Associate Director of Vision for Equality and the PA Waiting List 

Campaign. I am much honored to have the opportunity to address the issue of waiting lists for people 

with Intellectual Disabilities who are living in your communities and those across the Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania. 

1,200 people with Intellectual Disabilities were able to assume a 'regular' life in their family and 

community. We ask for nothing more. You made it happen by appropriating state funding. We thank 

you. You are aware that there are· nearly 15,000 people still waiting for services and supports; 4,000 of 

those are in crisis and need immediate support 

One of the major issues we pointed out was the fact that there is no active Waiting List Plan. How many 

people will be taken off the waiting list, by when and what needs to happen? By July, the Office of 

Developmental Programs had worked with the PA Waiting List Campaign and together, developed a 

state Waiting List Plan. Despite a multitude of promises. There is still no waiting list plan approved nor 

in place. 

700 students with Intellectual Disabilities graduate each year to the adult Intellectual Disabilities system. 

We hear from families who do not know a system exists and do not know how to access it. If funding for 

graduates is available, the fix is simple. The Department of Education should be required to provide 

students with disabilities a set curriculum and work directly with Support Coordinators and families so 

that the Individual Transition Plan and Individual Support Plan contains all the necessary information 

and paperwork for a smooth transition into the adult world. It is not enough to tell a young person they 

graduated without giving them the tools they need to be successful. 

We support the move to an employment first state. However, we worry what will happen to those who 

for various reasons cannot or will not work. We cannot toss aside a system that has been established. 

What will people do if they do not fit into the new system? We support the one to one person ratio, if 

needed, for people to have real lives in their communities or to get real jobs. We have people who will 

always need more individual support. We cannot allow a new program hurt people. 

We also have grave concerns for the 800 elderly caregivers who continue to provide care even though 

they are in need of services themselves. A coordinated plan between ODP and Aging needs to be 

established to provide the necessary evaluation and supports required to help our families' together age 

in place with the least bit of disruption. There needs to be creative options for 'in-home' living and 

habilitation for those folks who can stay in their own homes with minimal support. The system needs to 

develop a kinder and gentler way of helping aged parents plan for their sons and daughter's eventual 

move to residential. 

The PA Waiting List Campaign is a very organized, educated, parent and self advocate driven group of 

people who live throughout the state. The Office of Developmental Programs initiated a Futures 

Planning Group for the state. We were rejected as family participants despite repeated attempts to 

participate. We have attempted to participate in the Medical Assistance Advisory Committee and the 
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new managed Care Committee being formed. All these organizations are in a constant state of change 

and the changes they bring directly impact our families and those we love. We respectfully request that 

we be allowed admission to these groups and have a stronger role in implementation of plans and have 

a voice in what directly impacts our lives. Families have been left by the wayside. 

The PA Waiting List Campaign is profoundly grateful for the support you have given families. 1S,OOO 

people wait. We hope we can count on you to continue the good work you have started and help get all 

those 4,000 people off the Emergency Waiting List. I believe that with your help we can make 

wonderful lives for people with Intellectual Disabilities. 

Lisa Tesler, who works closely with the PA Waiting List Campaign, is going to discuss some ofthe issues 

that people have experienced this past year while waiting for funding and simple remedies that could fix 

these issues. 

Thank you. 
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